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When you realize your life can be cut short at any moment, you start to evaluate your life. I hope her spirit
appears before me â€¦. As a result, none of us had to endure this terrifying ride alone. Our kids are the same
age and we were always doing things together. Watch "The Office" â€” or something equally hilarious As
weird as it may feel to laugh during a time of tragedy, it will actually feel really good. We transformed our
typical GIF-filled text chains into mini hotlines that could provide comfort and assurance at a moment's notice.
His death wasn't inevitable, which is a scary thought. I feel as though I could literally die from a broken heart.
On the one hand, as Megan Garber argued on The Atlantic, social media allows and makes people feel
comfortable expressing their sadness. Some sobbed at the mention of his name, while others remained stoic
even during the services. She had a beautiful baby girl named, Madison. I am lost without her. I learned that
you should surround yourself with support, but also take time to be alone. How you grieve and for how long
will be different than for anyone else, and you need to allow yourself to grieve in your own way. For some
people, that serves as a motivation to change. And knowing that helps me get through some of the tougher
days. Furthermore, as noted on Psychology Today, social media tributes can make people feeling connected to
their loved one long after they're gone. But only for a brief moment. I was by no means a perfect student, and
haven't graduated yet. I am totally lost, unbelievably sad and very angry. Tyavia August 16, at am Reply I lost
my best friend, Nautica, last month. Courtesy of Leah Rocketto They also reminded me just how unfair the
world can be. Consequently, a constant is gone. As with most areas of the grieving process, you have to do
what's best for you. My family has a little memorial of her in our living room. I saw how people wept when he
was taken from us. At the time of his death, Gerald was only 27 years old. Some people never get to
experience this. If she really wanted her Nephew to be taken care of, she would have. The last time we saw
each other was , but we spoke on the phone frequently. I go to therapy, and it has helped but only temporarily.
She had just turned 55 July 1. I miss her every moment of every day. I am fortunate to have had such a friend
because most people on this earth do not experience such intimate and involved relationships.


